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6. Parametrization of the pure spinors. 
Let V= Vm(D) be a right vector space over D, of dimension m=2x. 
Let L : Vm(D) --7 D be a nondegenerate normalized quadratic quaternion 
form of maximal index. Let H : Vm(D) x Vm(D) --7 D belong to L in the 
usual manner; see § l. Let N, P be totally singular subspaces of V, such 
that V =N +P; see § 2. Let OU =OU(m, D, L) be as in § 5. We define 
OUN={t E0Ujt(n)=n for all n EN}. For p, p' EP, t EOUN, we put 
Ft(p, p')=H(t(p), p'). We can prove (compare [2], I. 4.5): 
6.1 If x E V, t E OUN, then (t-l)(x) EN. For every t E OUN the 
mapping Ft is D-hermitian and trace-valued on p X P, while t 1--7 n is an 
isomorphism of OUN onto the additive group of all D-hermitian, trace-valued 
mappings. The rank of Ft equals the dimension of (t-l)(V). 
Proof: If x E V, then 
H((t-l)(x), n) =H(t(x), n) -H(x, n) =H(t(x), t(n)) -H(x, n) = 0 
for all n EN, whence (t-l)(x) is in the conjugate space N' of N. As N 
is totally singular and of dimension x, we haveN' =N, so (t-l)(x) inN. 
It is clear that Ft is sesquilinear. If p, p' E P, we have t(p) -pEN and 
t(p')- p' E N, whence 
O=H(t(p)-p, t(p')-p')= -H(t(p), p')-H(p, t(p'))= 
= - Ft(p, p') + Ft(p', p )rJ, 
or Ft(p, p')=Ft(p', p)r1. 
Furthermore, we have L(t(p)-p) E k, L(p) E k and L(t(p)) E k, whence 
<P(t(p), p') E k; see § l. Then also H(t(p), p') E k, or Ft(p, p) E k. We 
.remark that, if char (D) =F 2, the fact that Ft is hermitian implies that 
Ft(p, p) E k for all p E P. 
If t, t' EOUN, we have t(t'(p)-p)=t'(p)-p, whence t(t'(p))-p= 
=(t(p)-p)+(t'(p)-p). ThismeansFtt'=Ft+Ft'· If Ft=O, then t(p) is in 
the conjugate space P' of P. AsP' =P, we have t(p) E P and also t(p)-
- p E P. Moreover, t(p) - p E N and therefore t(p) = p, which means that 
t is the identity mapping. 
Now let r be any hermitian, trace-valued mapping on p X P. For 
n EN, let An be the linear form p l--7 H(n, p) on P. Then n l--7 An is a 
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a-semilinear mapping of N into the dual space P* of P. It is clear that 
An=O implies that H(n, x)=O for every x E V, whence n=O. Son:--.+ An 
is an isomorphism of N into P*. Consequently, for every pEP, there 
is a unique f(p) EN, such that H(f(p), p') = F(p, p') for all p' E P. It is 
clear that f: P-+ N is a linear mapping. Next we consider the linear 
mapping t: V-+ V, with t(n+p)=f(p)+n+p, for n EN, pEP. We have 
L(f(p)) E k. Moreover JJ(f(p), n) = 0, whence tP(f(p), n) E k. Finally, 
H(f(p), p) = F(p, p) E k, whence W(f(p), p) E k. Therefore 
L(t(n+p)) -L(n+p) =L(f(p)) +W(f(p), n+p) E k. 
This means that t EOUN. Obviously Ft=F. 
It is well known (see for ex. [4], I § 8) that there exists an orthogonal 
basis p~, ... , p, of P with respect to r. Thus we have F(pi, Pt)=~ti~i, 
for pi, PiE P, ~i E k, l .;;;i, i <,u. If his the rank of r, we may assume that 
~t#O if l<,i<,h and ~t=O if h<i<,u. Let ni be such that ~ini=f(Pi), for 
~i # 0, l <, i <h. Then we can include n1, ... , nh in a basis n1, ... , n, of N, 
such that H(ni, PJ)=~if, l .;;;i, i <,u. Then we have t(pi)=pi +~ini, l ,;;;;i <,u. 
It follows that the rank of Ft equals the dimension of (t-l)(V). 
6.2 Let Z be a maximal totally singular subspace of V, A =N n Z and 
U1 the intersection of P with the conjugate space of A. Then Z1 =A+ U1 is a 
maximal totally singular subspace of V, and there is a mapping t E OUN, 
which transforms zl into z. 
Proof: The proof does not differ much from that of the last part of 
[2], III. 1.7, but for completeness we give it here too. First we remark 
that Z1 is clearly totally singular. Suppose dim A = h, then dim U 1 = u-h, 
since the restriction of H to N x P is nondegenerate. As A n U 1 = { 0} we 
have dim Z1 = u. Next we write Z as a direct sum Z =A+ U, where 
dim U = u-h. If z E U we put z = f(z) + g(z), with f(z) EN, g(z) E P. Be-
cause U n N = {0}, g: U-+ Pis an injection. If x E A, we have H(x, z) = 0 
and H(x, f(z)) = 0, whence H(x, g(z)) = 0 and therefore g(z) E U1. Hence 
g: u-+ u1 is a bijection. 
Consider the direct sum N + U. Let {j : N + U -+ V be defined by 
{j(n+z)=n+g(z) if n EN, z E U. Then {j is an injection and clearly 
g(Z) =Z1. Furthermore 
L(g(n+z)) -L(n+z) =L(n+g(z)) -L(n+z) =W(n, g(z)) + 
+L(g(z))-W(n, z)--L(z) E k, 
because L(g(z)) E k, L(z) E k and H(n, g(z)) -H(n, z) =H(n, f(z)) = 0, whence 
W(n, g(z)) -W(n, z) E k. So we can extend {j to a mapping t' E OU by Witt's 
theorem (see [6], 3.5). We have t'(n) ={j(n) =n for every n EN, sot' E OUN. 
Moreover, t'(Z)=Z1. If we put t=(t')-1, then t EOUN and t(Z1)=Z. 
6.3 Let n1, ... , nh be linearly independent elements of N. Denote by A 
the space spanned by them and denote by ul the intersection of p with the 
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conjugate space of A. Then u(nt) ... u(nh) is a pure spinor belonging to the 
maximal totally singular subspace Zt =A + U 1 of N. 
Proof: Again Zt is maximal totally singular; compare the first part 
of 6.2. 
We take an element x E Zt and we write x = n + p, with n E A and 
p E Ur, so we have H(n, p)=O. Now we consider u(x) =u(n) +u(n, p) +u(p). 
We have et(u(n))·u(nt) ... u(nh)=O; compare for example the proof of 3.5 
with A instead of Vm(D). 
Moreover, using the fact that H(n, p) = 0, it follows by repeated appli-
cation of 5.1, ii) and 5.2 i), that 
[lt(U(n, p)} · u(nt) ... u(nh) = 'U(nt) ... 1l(nh)[)I(1l(n, p)} ·1 = 0. 
Finally, by 5.1, iii) and 5.2, ii), it follows that 
et(u(p))·u(nt) ... ~t(nh)=n(nt) ... n(nh)et(n(p))·1=0. 
Therefore, we have also et(n(x)) · -u(nt) ... -u(nh) = 0, whence, by 5.6, 
-u(nt) ... u(nh) is a pure spinor belonging to Zt. 
Let (Gr, -u) be the exterior algebra of N, as defined in 3.3. We may 
consider the k-algebra Gr as a subalgebra of Cl and, as a vector space, 
Gr can be identified with Spr, the space of k-spinors of L; see § 5. 
Let exp : Gr1 --+ Gr be as defined in § 3. Let Clif, Spin and ffJ : 
Clif--+ OU be as defined in § 5 (see the proof of 5.5). 
6.4 If c EGrl, then exp c ESpin and qJ(exp c) EOUN. Any t EOUN 
may be written in the form t = ffJ (exp c), with c E Gr1• 
Proof: An element c E Grl can be written in the form c= 1: ~i-u(nt}, 
i 
~1. E k, nt EN, 1 .;;;;i. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that exp ~-u(n) E Spin 
and ffJ(exp ~-u(n)) E OUN, if ~ E k, n EN. 
We consider V2m(K) as a subspace of C(K, R) in the usual way, and for 
x E V2m(K) we compute: 
exp ~-u(n)x(exp ~-u(n))-1 = (1 + ~nT(n))x(1- ~nT(n)) = 
= x + ~(r(T(n), x)n- r(n, x)T(n)). 
Identifying V2m(K) with Vm(D}, this gives ffJ(exp ~-u(n))(x)=x-~nH(n, x) 
for x E Vm(D}, which shows that exp ~u(n) E Clif. 
Moreover, we have c:x(exp ~-u(n)) exp ~-u(n) = (1- ~-u(n))(1 + ~-u(n)) = 1, 
and therefore exp ~-u(n) E Spin. Furthermore, it is clear that ffJ(exp c) 
leaves the elements of N fixed. 
Conversely, lett E OUN. In the proof of 6.1 we saw that we can choose 
a basis nr, ... , n,. of Nand a basis pr, ... , p,. of P, such that H(nc, Pt)=~u. 
" 1 .;;;;i, j <;-x, and t(pi)=p.g+~ini with ~i E k. If we put C=- 1: ~tn(n'l}, then 
it is clear that t=qJ(expc). 
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6.5 Remark: As a consequence of 6.4, every c E Grl can be written 
as z ~t~t(nt), with ~i E k, with at most x terms. 
6.6 Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition for a k-spinor 
s ESp1 to be pure is that sis of the form s=~(exp c)u(n1) ... u(nh), where 
n1, ... , nh are linearly independent elements of N, ~ E k* and c E Grl. 
Proof: The element u(n1) ... u(nh) E Sp1 is a pure k-spinor belonging 
to a certain maximal totally singular subspace z~, where zl is such that 
Z1 n N is spanned by n~, ... , nh; see 6.3. 
If c E Grl, then (exp c)u(n1) ... u(nh) is a pure k-spinor belonging to the 
maximal totally singular subspace 97(exp c)(Z1); see 5.5 and 6.4. 
Conversely, let Z be a maximal totally singular subspace and let 
n~, ... , nh be a basis of Z n N. Let Z1 be as in 6.2. Then it follows from 
6.2 that there is a mapping t E OUN, which transforms Z1 into Z. By 
6.4 we may write t= 97(exp c), with c E Gr1. Hence, (exp c) u(n1) ... u(nh) is 
a pure k-spinor belonging to Z. 
6.7 Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition for a D-spinor 
s E Sp2 to be pure is that s is of the form s = (exp c)u(n1) ... u(nh)nh+l~, 
where n1, ... , nh+l are linearly independent elements of N, ~ED* and c E Grl. 
Proof: Let n~, ... , n,., p1, ... , p,. be a basis of V such that H(nt, Pi)= ~ii· 
Then, by 6.3, we know that u(nt) ... u(nh) E Sp1 is a pure k-spinor belonging 
to the maximal totally singular subspace z~, which is spanned by 
n1, ... , nh, Ph+b ... , p,.. 
Now, u(n1) ... u(nh)nh+l E Sp2 is a pure D-spinor belonging to the 
(x-1)-dimensional totally singular subspace W1, which is spanned by 
n1, ... , nh, Ph+2, ... , p,. and (exp c)u(n1) ... u(nh)nh+l E Sp2 is a pure D-spinor 
belonging to the (x-1)-dimensional totally singular subspace 97(exp c)(W1). 
Conversely, let W be a (x-1)-dimensional totally singular subspace 
of V. Then there exists a x-dimensional totally singular subspace Z, con-
taining W, such that Z n N = W n N, which can be shown for example 
by using [6], 3.4 and 3.2. 
Let n1, ... , nh be a basis of Z n N and let Z1 be as defined in 6.2. By 
6.2 and 6.4 there exists a mapping t=qJ(exp c), with c E Grl, which trans-
forms Z1 into Z. Choose Ph+l as an element of Z~-t-l(W). Now a repre-
sentative spinor of t-l(W) must be of the form u(n1) ... u(nh)nh+l~, with 
~ E D* and where nh+l is a suitable element of N. Therefore, a repre-
sentative spinor of W is of the form (exp c)u(n1) ... u(nh)nh+l~· 
7. Projective lines of pure spinors. 
Let V = Vm(D) be a right vector space over D, of dimension m = 2x 
and let L : Vm(D) ~ D, H : Vm(D) x Vm(D) ~ D be as in § 6. See also 
§ 6 for other notatirms. 
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Let U be a subspace of V. Then we define rad (U) = {x E U!H(x, u) = 0 
for every u E U} and we call rad (U) the radical of U. 
7.1 Let X andY be two totally singular subspaces of V, both of dimension 
h, and suppose that there is no element x EX, x#O such that H(x, y)=O 
for all y E Y. Then there exist bases x~, ... , Xk and y~, ... , Yk of X and Y, 
such that H(xi,YJ)=CJiJ, 1.;;;;i, j.;;;;h. 
Proof: Take an element X1 EX and an element Yl E Y, such that 
H(x1, YI)=l. Let X1={x E XIH(x, Yl)=O} and Y1={y E YIH(y, x1)=0}. 
Then dim X1 =dim Y 1 = h- 1 and we can proceed by induction. 
7.2 Let X andY be two totally singular subspaces of V, both of dimension 
x-1, and let dim (X n Y)=h. Then dim rad (X+ Y)=h or h+2. 
Proof: The dimension of the conjugate space with respect to H of 
X+ Y is h+2, so dim rad (X+ Y);;;.h and .;;;;h+2. If dim rad (X+ Y),>h, 
we may suppose that there is an element y E Y, y#O such that H(x, y)=O 
for all x E X. This implies by 7.1, that there is an element x E X such 
that H(x, y)=O for ally E Y and this implies that dim rad (X+ Y)=h+2. 
If sz and sz· are elements# 0 in Sp~, then the elements s # 0 in Sp1 
of the form s=~sz+~1Sz•, with ~' ~~ E k are called the points of the pro-
jective k-line through sz and sz•. We say that sis different from sz and sz• 
if~, e Ek*. 
7.3 Theorem: Let Z and Z 1 be two distinct totally singular subspaces 
of V, both of dimension x, and let sz and sz· in Sp1 be pure k-spinors belonging 
to Z and Z 1 • 
If dim (Z nZ1 )=x-1, then the points of the projective k-line through sz 
and Sz• are the pure k-spinors belonging to the x-dimensional subspaces of 
V containing Z n Z 1 • 
If dim (Z n Z 1 ) < x- 1, then the points of the projective k-line through sz 
and Sz•, which are different from sz and sz· are not pure spinors. 
Proof: First, suppose dim (Z n Z 1 )=x-l. Then, on account of 7.1, 
there is an element z EZ and an element z1 EZ1 , with H(z, Z 1 )=1 such 
that (Z nZ1 )+[z]=Z and (Z nZ1 )+[z1 ]=Z1 • By Witt's theorem we can 
transform Z into [p1, ... , p,._1 , p,.] and Z 1 into [p~, ... , p,._1 , n,.] by a 
mapping t E OU. Thus we may restrict ourselves to the case where sz= 1 
and sz•=u(n,.); see 5.5. We have 1+~1u(n,.)=exp~1u(n,.), where~~ Ek. 
This is a pure spinor belonging to [p1, ... , p,._1 , p,.-~1n,.]; see 6.4 and 6.6. 
To prove the converse assertion, also see 6.4 and 6.6. 
If dim (Z n Z 1 ) = h < x -1, we may restrict ourselves to the case where 
sz=l and sz·=u(nk+l) ... u(n,.). This can be shown again by application 
of 7.1 and Witt's theorem. If sz+~1Sz•, with~~ E k, would be a pure spinor 
in this case, it would be of the form sz + ~~ sz· = exp c, with c E Grl, as 
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follows from 6.6. But this is impossible unless c = 0, as the component 
in Grl of sz + ~, sz· is always 0. 
If sw and sw· are elements-:/- 0 in Spz, then the elements s-:/- 0 in Sp2 
of the form s=sw~+sw·~', with ~,;'ED are called the points of the 
projective D-line through sw and sw·. The elements s-:/- 0 in Spz of the 
form s=swiX~+sw•IXT, with ~' ~, E k, while IX, IX' ED are chosen in a 
suitable way, are called the points of a certain k-line contained in the 
projective D-line through sw and sw·. 
7.4 Theorem: Let W and W' be two distinct totally singular s~tb­
spaces of V, both of dimension ~-1, and let sw and sw• in Spz be pure 
D-spinors belonging to W and W'. 
If dim (W n W')=~-2 and dim rad (W + W')=x, then the points of the 
projective D-line through sw and sw· are pure D-spinm·s belonging to the 
(~-I)-dimensional subspaces of W + W' containing W n W'. 
If dim (W n W')=~- 2 and dim rad (W + W')=~-2, then the points 
of a certain projective k-line contained in the pmjective D-line through sw 
and sw· are pure D-spinors belonging to the (u-1)-dimensional subspaces 
of W + W' containing W n W'. 
If dim (W n W')<~-2, then the points of the projective D-line through 
sw and sw•, which are different from sw and sw• are not pure spinors. 
(Compare 7.2). 
Pro of: First, suppose dim ( W n W') = u- 2 and dim rad ( W + W') = ~. 
Then, on account of 7.1, there is an element woE W, with H(wo, w')=O 
for all w' E W' and there is an element w~ E W', with H(w, w~)=O for all 
wEW, such that (Wn W')+[wo]=W and (Wn W')+[w~]=W'. By 
Witt's theorem, we can transform W into [p1, ... , p,._2 , p,._1] and W' into 
[p~, ... , p,._2 , p,.] by a mapping t E OU. So we may restrict ourselves to 
the case where sw=n,. and sw•=n,._1• Now, n,.~+n,._ 1r, with~'~, ED*, 
is a pure spinor belonging to the subspace [p1, ... , p,._2 , p,._1 (;'a)-1-
- p,.(~a)-1] (see 5.3 and 5.8), which proves the first assertion. 
Next, suppose dim(WnW')=~-2 and dimrad(W+W')=u-2. 
Then, on account of 7 .l, there is an element wo E W and an element 
w0 E W', withH(w0, w~)= l,suchthat(W n W') + [wo]= Wand(W n W')+ 
+ [ w~] = W'. By Witt's theorem we can transform W into [p1, ... , p,._2 , p,._1 ] 
and W' into [p1, ... , p,._ 2 , n,._1] by a mapping t EOU. Thus we may restrict 
ourselves to the case where sw=n,. and sw•=u(n,._1 )n,.. Now, 
n,.+~u(n,._ 1)n,.=exp (~u(n,._ 1 ))n,., 
with ~ E k, is a pure spinor belonging to [p~, ... , p,._2 , p,._1 - ~n,._ 1 ]; see 
6.4 and 6.7. 
If, finally, dim (W n W')=h<~-2, we may restrict ourselves to the 
case where sw=n,. and sw• is either of the form sw•=u(nh+l) ... u(n,._2 )n,._1 
or of the form sw· = u(nh+l) ... u(n,._ 1)n,., which can be shown in the same 
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way as before. From 6. 7 it follows that sw + ;sw' must be of the form 
(exp c)n, in order to be a pure spinor. But this is impoRsible unless c=O, 
because otherwise (exp c)n,. would have a component of degree li in 8p2 
different from that of sw + ;sw'. 
8. Bilinear and sesquilinear forms on 8p1 x 8p1 and 8p2 x 8p2. 
Let V = Vm(D) be a right vector space, with rn = 2u. Let L be a non-
degenerate normalized quadratic quaterniou form of maximal index on 
V and let H belong to Lin the usual manner. Let N, P be totally singular, 
such that V =N +P and let n1, ... , n, and p1, ... , p,. be bases of Nand P 
with H(ni, Pt)=l5if, 1 .;;;;;i, j .;;;;;u. Let D=K EB lK, L=Q+lR, 0 the Clifford 
algebra of R, 8 the space of spinors of R and e the spin representation 
of G. Let 81 and 82 be the spaces of even and odd half-spinorR of R. Let 
T(x)=xl for x E V and let -r: be the extension ofT on 0; see § 2. Let 
(Ol, u) be the Clifford algebra of L, Sp1 and 8p2 the spaces of spinors of 
L and (!b e2 the k- and D-spin representations of Ol; see § 2. 
Let fX be the antiautomorphism of 0 (see [2], 2.1). Then 8, being the 
subalgebra of 0 generated by N, is mapped into itself by fX. The spaces 
81 and 82 are also mapped into themselves by fX. As moreover 7:fX = fX7: 
on 0, fX determines a mapping fX : 8p1 -+ 8p1 and a mapping fX : 8p2 -+ 8p2. 
Because fX(u(n))= -u(n) for n EN we have 
fX(u(n1) ... u(nn)) = (- 1 )hu(n1) ... u(nh) 
on 8p1, 1 .;;;;;h.;;;;;u. This property can also be used in order to define fX on 
8p1. Furthermore, on 8p2 we have fX(sn)=fX(s)n, for s ESp1, n EN. This 
property can also be used for the definition of fX on 8p2• 
We put f~~u(p1) ... u(p,.) (see § 2) and e=u(n1) ... u(n,). The !-dimen-
sional subspace of the homogeneous elements of degree u in 8p1 is spanned 
by e. We have {!1(/)·e=e1(u(p1) ... u(p,.))·(u(n1) ... u(n,.))=(-1}", which 
can be proved by repeated application of 5.1, iii) and 5.4. On the other 
hand, (21(/)·8=0 for 8 E8p1, with d(s)<u, because e(f)·s=O for 8 E8 with 
d(s) < u (see for example [2], III. 2). Denoting by {J(s, t)e the homogeneous 
component of degree u of fX(s)t, for s, tin 8, we define a k-bilinear mapping 
{J : 8 x 8 -+ K (see [2], III. 2). 
We denote by {J1(s, t)e the homogeneous component of degree u of fX(s)t, 
for s, t in 8p1. Then the k-bilinear mapping {31 : 8p1 x 8p1 -+ k is the re-
striction of {J: 8 x8 -~ K and therefore well defined. We have fX(sf)tf= 
= {J1(s, t)f, for s, t E 8p1, because e1(/) · fX(s)t =, ( -1 )"{J1(s, t) and fX(/) = ( -1 )"f. 
We denote by {J2(s' n, t' m )e, where s', t' E 8p1, n, m EN, the homogene-
ous component of degree u of the element fX(s')t'u(n, m) in 8p1. This de-
termines a well defined k-bilinear mapping {32 : 8p2 x 8p2 -+ k; compare 4.4. 
When considered as a vector space over K, 8p2 is identical with 82; 
see § 2. Let A E K be such that A+ A11 = 0 if char (D)~ 2 and A+ A11 = 1 if 
char (D)=2. We have 2ftA{J(s, t)={J2(s, tAl)-A11{J2(8, tl) if char (D)~2 and 
~tf3(8, t)={J2(8, tAl)-A11{J2(8, tl) if char (D)=2 (put s=s'n, t=t'm with 
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s', t' E Sp1, n, m E N and compare the corresponding formulas in the proof 
of 3.3 for cp and u with n, m instead of x, y; recall that T(n) =nl, T(rn) =rnl). 
On the other hand we have ftTr(Aj3(s, t)) = j32(s, W) if char (D)#- 2 and 
ftTr(j3(s, t)) = j32(s, tl) if char (D)= 2; see the proof of 3.3. For later appli-
cations we remark: 
a) j3(s, t) = 0 if and only if j32(s, tAl)= j32(s, tl) = 0. 
b) j3(s, r(t)) E kif and only if fh(s, t~) = 0 for all ~ E K such that ~+~a= 0. 
8.1 Let x E V, s and t in Spr, then 
f3r(er(u(x)) ·s, er(u(x)) ·t) =N(L(x))f3r(s, t). 
Proof: We have f3r(er(u(x))·s, er(u(x))·t)f=cx(u(x)sf)u(x)tf= 
=cx(sf)cx(u(x))u(x)tf=N(L(x))cx(sf)tf=N(L(x))f3r(s, t)f (see [6], 7.2). 
8.2 Let c E Clif, s and t in Spr and let A: Clif __,.. N(D*) be the norm 
homomorphism (defined in § 5). Then f3r(er(c) ·s, er(c) ·t) =A(c)f3r(s, t). 
Proof: The proof is given in the same way as that of 8.1. 
8.3 Let x E V, sand tin Sp1, then f3r(er(u(x))·s, t)=f3r(s, er(cx(u(x))·t). 
Proof: Compare cx(u(x)sf)tf with cx(sf)cx(u(x))tf. 
8.4 For s and t in Sp1, we have f3r(t, s) = ( -1)"f3r(s, t). 
Proof: This follows from cx(cx(s)t)=cx(t)s and cx(e)=(-l)"e. 
8.5 f3r is nondegenerate on Spr x Spr. 
Proof: This follows from the fact that j3: Sr x Sr __,.. K is nonde-
generate (see [2], 3.2). 
For a E Cl we define the bilinear mapping {h(a) : Spr x Spr __,.. k by 
putting f3r(a)(s, t)=f3r(s, er(a)·t), for s, t ESpr. We remark that f3r(1)=f3r. 
8.6 Let c E Clif, s and t in Spr and let A: Clif __,.. N(D*) be the norm 
homomorphism. Then f3r(a)(er(c) ·s, er(c) ·t) =A(c)f3r(c-1ac)(s, t). 
Proof: f3r(a)(er(c)·s, er(c)·t)f=f3r(er(c)·s, er(a)·er(c)·t)f= 
= cx(csf)actf = cx(sf)cx(c)actf = cx(sf)cx(c)cc-1actf = 
= A(c)cx(sf)c-1actf = A(c){3r(s, er(c-1ac) · t)f = A(c)j3r(c-1ac)(s, t)f. 
8. 7 Let z E Z (Cl), in the center of Cl, such that zf = f; compare § 2. 
Then, for s, t ESpr we have f3r(za)(s, t)=f:lr(a)(s, t). 
Proof: th(za)(s, t)f=cx(sf)zatf=cx(sf)atf=f3r(a)(s, t)f. 
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8.8 Let char (D) i= 2 and let a E Ol be of the form a= u(x1) ... u(xh), with 
Xi,XfEV, H(xi,XJ)=Oif, 1<.i, j<,h. Then, for s,tESp1 we have 
{h(a)(t, s) = ( -1)"+hj31(a)(s, t). 
Proof: By 8.4 we have j31(a)(t, s)=j31(t, I?I(a)·s)=(-1)"j3I(I?I(a)·s, t). 
On the other hand j31(a)(s, t) = j31(s, e1(a) · t). Using the fact that £X(a) = 
= ( -1 )ha (see [6], 7 .2) we obtain PI(I?I(a) · s, t)f = £X(asf)tf = r<,(j)£X(s)£X(a)tf = 
= ( -1)h1X(/)£X(s)atf= ( -1)hj3l(s, (?I(a) ·t)f. 
8.9 Remark: Starting from the K-bilinear mapping p: S xS __,_ K, 
one can define for a E 0 the K-bilinear mapping j3(a): S x S __,_ K by 
putting p(a)(s, t) = j3(s, e(a). t), for s, t E s. Then we have properties similar 
to those of {3(a) : Sp1 x Sp1 __,_ k. For example: Let c E r, s and t inS and 
let A.: r __,_ K* be the norm homomorphism; see § 5. Then we have: 
{3(a )(e(c). s, e(c). t) =A.( c )j3(c-1ac) (s, t). 
8.10 Let c E Olif, s and t in Sp2 and let A.: Olif ->- N(D*) be the norm 
homomorphism. Then j32((?2(c)·s, (?2(c)·t)=A.(c)j32(s, t). 
Proof: We consider Sp2 as a vector space over K and we identify 
Sp2 with 82. We recall that ftTr(A.{3(s, t)) = j32(s, T(A.t)) if char (D) i= 2 and 
ftTr((3(s, t)) = j32(s, r(t)) if char (D)= 2, for s, t E Sp2 (where this A. is the one 
of 3.3). Moreover P(e(c)·s, e(c)·t)=A.(c)j3(s, t) (see [2], III. 2.2). Using 
these facts and 2.2 it is easy to prove 8.10. 
8.11 For s and t in Sp2 we have (32(t, s) = ( -1)"+1{32(s, t). 
Proof: Consider the case s=s'n, t=t'm, where s', t' ESp1, n, mEN. 
Notice that {32(s'n, t'm)=j31(u(n, m))(s', t'), and that £X(u(n, m)) = -u(n, m). 
8.12 Por s and t in Sp2, ~ED, we have (32(s~, t) =(32(s, t~"). 
Proof: Consider the case s=s'n and t=t'm, with s', t' E Spr, n, mEN. 
Then £X(s')t'u(n~, m) = £X(s')t'u(n, m~") (see 3.3, i) with n, m instead of x, y). 
For a E Ol we define the bilinear mapping {32(a): Sp2 x Sp2 __,_ k by 
putting P2(a)(s, t) = (32(s, e2(a) · t), for s, t E Sp2. 
We remark that j32(1) =(32. 
8.13 Let c E Olif, s and t in Sp2 and let A.: Olif __,_ N(D*) be the norm 
homomorphism. Then {32(a)(e2(c) · s, e2(c) · t) = A.(c)(32(c-1ac)(s, t). 
Proof: The proof can be given in the same way as that of 8.10 by 
using 8.9. 
8.14 Let char(D)i=2 and let aEOl be of the form a=u(xl) ... 1t(xh), 
with Xi, Xf E V, H(xi, XJ)=Oif, 1<,i, j,;;;;,h. Then for s, t ESp2 we have 
j32(a)(t, s) = ( -1)"H+Ip2(a)(s, t). 
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Proof: This can be shown for example by expressing {J2(a): Sp2 x 
x Spz --+ k in {J(a) : Sz x Sz --+ K. 
8.15 Fo1· s and t in Sp2 , ~ ED and a E Ol, we have 
Proof: This follows from 8.12. 
Next we define a mapping £': Spz x Spz--+ D, by means of the relation 
{J2(s, t~)=Tr(~.Yt'(s, t)) for s, t ESp2 and for all~ ED. Notice that(.;, 17) I-+ 
--+ Tr(~'YJ) is a nondegenerate symmetric k-bilinear form on D. 
8.16 Let c E Olif, s and t 'l~n Spz, and let A: Olif--+ N(D*) be the norm 
hornomorphi8m. Then .Yt'(ez(c) ·s, ez(c) ·t) =A(c).Yt'(s, t). 
Proof: This follows from 8.10. 
8.17 For s and t in Sp2 we !tave .Yt'(t, s) = ( -1)"+1./'l'(s, t)". 
Proof: We have {Jz(8, t~) =Tr(~.Yt'(s, t)), while by 8.11 and 8.12 we 
know that 
{Jz(s, t~) = {Jz(8~", t) = (- 1 )"+1{J2(t, s~") = (- 1 )"+ 1Tr(~" .Yt'(t, s)) = 
= ( -1)"+1Tr(~.Yt'(t, s)"). 
8.18 For s and t in Sp2 and 'YJ ED, we have .Yt'(s, t'Y}) =Yf'(s, t)'YJ. 
Proof: We have {J2(s, t'Y}~) ='Tr(~ . .Yl'(8, trJ)), while, on the other hand, 
{J2(s, t'Y}~) = Tr('Y}~£'(8, t)) = Tr(~.Yt'(s, t)'Y} ). 
Remark : From 8.17 and 8.18 it follows that, if char (D) =F 2, 
£' : Spz x Spz --+ D is antihermitian sesquilinear if x is even and hermitian 
sesquilinear if x is odd. 
For a E Ol we define the mapping . Yl'(a): Sp2 xSp2 --+ D by putting 
.Yt'(a)(s, t)=Yf'(s, ez(a)·t), for 8, t ESpz. 
We have {Jz(a)(s, t~) =Tr(~.Yt'(a)(s, t)), for s, t E Spz and ~ED. One can 
derive from 8.13, 8.1<! and 8.18 the following properties: 
8.19 Let c E Olif, s and t in Spz and let A: Olif--+ N(D*) be the norm 
homomorphism. Th~:;n ,/'l'(a)(ez(c)·s, Qz(c)·t)=A(c).Yt'(c-1ac)(s, t). 
8.20 Let char (D) =F 2 and a E Ol of the form a= u(x1) ... u(xn), with 
Xi, Xf E V, H(xi, XJ)=OtJ, 1<;i, j<;h. Then, for s, t ESpz we have 
.Yt'(a)(t, s) = ( -1)"+h+l . .YP(a)(s, t)". 
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8.21 ft'or s and t in Sp2, 'fJ ED and a E Ol we hat•e 
.n"(a)(s, t'f}) =Jif'(a)(s, t)'f}. 
Moreover 
8.22 For s and t in Sp2, 'fJ E D and a E Ol we have 
,;t"'(a)(s'f}, t) =r/ .n"(a)(s, t). 
Proof: 'Pr(;;t"'(a)(s1J, t)) = /32(a)(s'f}, t;) = (32(a)(s, t;rt) = 'l'r(;r/ .Yr(a)(s, t)); 
see 8.15. 
9. Intrinsic characterization of the pure spinors. 
The notations and conventions used in this paragraph, are the same 
as in § 8. 
9.1 1'heorem: Let Z and Z' be two totally singular subspaces of V, 
both of dimension "• and let dim (Z n Z') =h. Let sz and Sz• in Sp1 be pure 
k-spinors belonging to Z and Z'. Then (31(a)(sz, sZ')=O for every a EOl with 
d(a)<h and f31(a)(sz,sZ')=1 for some aEOl with d(a)=h. 
Proof: On account of 7.1 there is a basis z1, ... , Zn, Zn+l, ... , z,. of Z 
and a basis z1, ... , z,,, z'n+r, ... , z: of Z', such that H(z1, z'1) = diJ, h + 1 .;;;,i, 
j <"· By Witt's theorem, we can transform Z into [nr, ... , nn, nn+l, ... , n,.] 
and Z' into [nr, ... , nn, Pn+l, ... , p,.] by a mapping t E OU. Let c E Clif be 
such that t=q;(c). Then, by the proof of 5.5, we have e1(c)·sz E [e]k and 
e1(c)·sz· E [u(n1) ... u(nn)]k· By 8.6 and by the fact that d(c-lac)=d(a), 
we may restrict ourselves to the case where sz=e and sz·=u(nl) ... u(nn)· 
Consider the basis n1, ... , n,., p1, ••• , p,. of Vm(D) and the corresponding 
basis n1, ... , n,., T(n1), ... , T(n,.), Pl. ... , p,., T(p1), ... , T(p,.) of V2m(K). We 
will use the notation n,.+i=T(nt) and p,.+i=T(pt), 1<,i<"· Then a basis 
of C+ is formed by the elements of the form p1nJ, where I= {i1, ... , ig} 
and J = {jr, ... , jg•} are sets of strictly increasing integers with g + g' = 
=2d(pinJ), g, g' .;:;,2", and where PI=Pt1 ••• Piu and nJ=nh ... niu'' Let 
H = {1, ... , h, "+ 1, ... , "+h}, then PH= ( -1)lh(h-llu(p1) •.. u(pn) and 
d(pH)=h. We have ei(PH)·Sz•=(-1)1-h(h+l), whence !X(sz)el(PH)·Sz•= 
= ( _ 1)"Hh<h+lle. 
Therefore, f31(PH)(sz, sZ') = ( -1)"Hh<I•Hl and f31(a)(sz, sZ') = 1 if we take 
a= ( -1)"Hh<h+llPH· 
If d(pinJ) <h, we have H ¢I, which implies tX(sz)el(PinJ) ·Sz• = 0 (use 
e.g. the formulas of [1], § 9, 4). 
Therefore, (3(pinJ)(sz, sZ') = 0 if d(pmJ) <h. So {31(a)(sz, sZ') = 0 for a E Cl 
with d(a)<h. 
9.2 Let sz and sz· be p~tre k-spinors belonging to totally singular subspaces 
Z and Z', both of dimension"· Then (31(sz, Sz•) = 0 if and only if Z n Z' =F {0}. 
Proof: Notice that (31=/31 (1) and that d(1)=0. Then apply 9.1. 
34 Series A 
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9.3 Theorem: Let s#O be an element of Sp1. Then sis a pure k-
spinor, if and only if {h(a)(s,s)=O, for all aECl with d(a)<u. 
Proof: First suppose that Sz is a pure k-spinor, belonging to the 
subspace Z. If we take Z' =Z, sz' = sz, then it follows from 9.1 that 
fh(a)(sz, sz)=O for all a ECl with d(a)<u, which proves the first part 
of the theorem. 
Now, let .E be the set of elements s E Sp1, such that {h(a)(s, s) = 0 for 
all a E Cl with d(a) <u. Then .E contains the set of pure k-spinors. By 8.6, 
for all c EClif, we have ,81(a)(e1(c)·s, e1(c)·s)=A.(c),81(c-1ac)(s, s). It follows 
that s E .E implies e1(c)·s E .E for all c EClif. As ()1 is a simple represen-
tation of Clif, the space Sp1 is spanned by the elements e1(c) ·s, with 
c E Clif and where s is a fixed element of Sp1 (compare [2], II. 4.1 and 
notice that k is infinite). If s E Sp1, we will write (s)o and (sh for the 
homogeneous components of degree 0 and 1 of s. Take s E .E, then we 
can choose c EClif, such that (e1(c)·s)o#O, because e1 is simple. If e1(c)·s 
is a pure spinor, then s is also a pure spinor. Thus we may restrict our-
selves to the case (s)o#O and we may even assume (s)o= 1. Moreover, 
we have ((exp (s)I)-1)1=- (sh and therefore ((exp (s)I)-1s)I=0. Since 
(exp (s)I)-1 E Clif, we may restrict ourselves to the case (sh =- 0. So it is 
sufficient to prove the following: lets E .E be such that (s)o= 1 and (s)l=O; 
then s = 1. Let pmJ be the elements, constituting a basis of 0+, which 
are introduced in the proof of 9.1. We haveS=~ ~rnr, with~~ E K, while 
I 
~0= 1 and ~I=O if I has 2 elements. Now supposes would be # 1. Then 
we choose among the non-empty sets I with ~I# 0, a set L, such that 
the number of elements of L is as small as possible. Let L be the comple-
mentary set of L. Choose an element j of L. Put i=j+u ifj..;;;u and i=j-
-" if j > "· Form the element a= nJ!I-iP£ of C+. Then d( a) < u, by the choice 
of L. Moreover !?1(a)·s=e~Le, withe= ± 1, because by the choice of L we 
have I() L#0 for any I such that ~I# 0, I #L, 1 #0 (see [1], § 9, 4). We get 
1X(s)e1(a)·s=e~Le, whence ,8(a)(s, s)=,8(s, !?1(a)·s)=e~L· The fact that 
,8(a)(s, s)=O implies ~L=O, which is a contradiction. 
9.4 Remark: The mappings ,8(a): S xS ~ K, with a E C (see 8.9) 
can be used for the characterization of the pure spinors of S, belonging 
to maximal totally singular subspaces of V2m(K) with respect to the 
quadratic form R (see also [2], III, 1). In view of later applications we 
will give here two statements, which are weaker then [1 ], III. 4.4. But 
they are also valid if char (K) = 2 and they can be sharpened rather easily. 
A. Let Z and Z' be two totally singular subspaces of V2m(K), both of 
dimension m, and let dim (Z () Z') =h. Let sz and Sz' in S be pure spinors 
belonging to Z and Z'. :Phen ,8(a)(sz, sZ') = 0 for every a E C with d(a) < !h 
and ,8(a)(sz, sZ') = 1 for some a E C with d(a) =!h. 
Proof: We may assume that sz=e and sz•=n1 ... n, (see [2], III. 
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4.4, compare 9.1). Then one can proceed similarly as in the proof of 9.1. 
This will not be carried out here. 
B. Let s*O be an element of 8i, i= 1, 2; see§ 2. Let {J(a)(s, s)=O for all 
a E 0 with d(a) < {m. Then s is a pure spinor. 
Proof: Let .E be the set of elements s E 8, which satisfy the con-
ditions of B. It is sufficient to prove the following: let s E .E be such that 
s E 8~, (s)o = 1 and (s)l = 0; then s = 1 (see [1 ], III. 3.2 and 9.3). This can 
be done in the same way as in the proof of 9.3. 
9.5 Theorem: Let Wand W' be totally singular subspaces of V, both 
of dimension "- 1, let dim ( W n W') = h and dim rad ( W + W') = h + 2. Let 
sw and sw· in 8p2 be pure D-spinors belonging to W and W'. Then 
£'(a)(sw, sw·)=O for every a EOl with d(a)<h+1 and £'(a)(sw, sw•)*O 
for some a E Ol with d(a) =h+ l. 
Proof: On account of 7.1 there is a basis WI, ••. , Wn, Wn+I, ... , w,._ 1 
of Wand a basis WI, ..• , wa, w~+l' ... , w:_1 of W', :such that H(wi, w;)=<5ii, 
h+ 1 .;;;,i, j <,x-2, while w,._1 and w:_1 are in rad (W + W'). By Witt's 
theorem we can transform W into [p~, ... , pa, PMI. ... , p,._2, p,._1] and W' 
into [pi, ... , pa, na+l, ... , n,._ 2 , p,.] by a mapping t E OU. Thus we may 
restrict ourselves to the case where sw = n,. and sw· = u(na+l) ... u(n,._2)n,._1 ; 
compare 9.1. We identify 8p2 with 82 and we consider the K-bilinear 
mappings {J(a): 8 x 8-+ K, with a E 0+. The subspaces 
and 
U' =[pi, ... , pa, p,._1 , p,., T(pi), ... , T(pa), 
T(p,.), na+l, ... , n,._v T(na+I), ... , 1'(n,._2)] 
of V2m(K) correspond to sw and sw· (see e.g. [2], III. 1.4). We have 
dim(Un U')=2(h+1) and therefore {3(a)(sw,sw•)=0 for every a EO+ 
with d(a) <h+ 1, by 9.4 A. Moreover, the subspace 1'(U') of V2m(K) 
corresponds to t'(sw·) in 82 and we have dim(UnT(U'))=2(h+1), 
whence, by 9.4 A, {J(a)(sw, t'(sw·))=O for every a EO+ with d(a)<h+l. 
This implies that £'(a)(sw, sw•)=O for every a E0l with d(a)<h+l. Now 
suppose we would have £'(a)(sw, sw•)=O for every a EOl with d(a)=h+l. 
Then {32(a)(sw, sw•;)=O for every a EOl with d(a)=h+1 and for every 
; ED, whence {J(a)(sw, sw·) = 0 and {J(a)(sw, t'(8w•)) = 0 for every a E 0+ 
with d(a)=h+1, which is impossible by 9.4 A. 
9.6 Theorem: Let Wand W' be totally singular s·ubspaces of V, both 
of dimension "-1, let dim ( W n W') = h and dim rad ( W + W') =h. Let 
sw and sw· in 8p2 be pure D-spinors belonging to W and W'. Then 
£'(a)(s w, sw·)=O for every a EOl with d(a)<h and {32(a)(sw, sw·;';)=O for 
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every a E Ol with d( a)= h, for a suitable choice of ~, E D and for all ~ E D 
such that ~+~a= 0. 
Proof: In view of 7.1 there is a basis WI, ... , wh, Wh+I, ... , w,._ 1 of W 
and a basis Wt, ... , wh, w~+l' ... , w:_ 1 of W', such that H(wi, w/)=Oij, 
h + 1 <,i, j ,;;;u-1. By Witt's theorem we can transform W into 
[pi, ... , Ph, Ph+l, ... , p,._ 1 ] and W' into [p1, ... ,ph, nh+l, ... , n"_1 ] by a 
mapping t E OU. So we may restrict ourselves to the case where sw=n, 
and sw·=u(nh+I) ... u(n,_ 1 )n,. We identify 8p2 with 8z and we consider 
the K-bilinear mapping fi(a) : 8 x 8--+ K, with a E 0+. Let U and U' be 
the totally singular subspaces of dimension 2u of V 2m(K), corresponding 
to sw and sw· in 82 • Then, the subspace T( U') of V2m(K) corresponds to 
r(sw·). We have dim (U n U')=2(h+ 1) and dim (U n T(U'))=2h in this 
case. Using 9.4 A, we obtain fi(a)(sw, sw•)=O for every a t=O+ with 
d(a)<h+1 and fi(a)(sw, r(sw·))=O for every a EO+ with d(a)<h. More-
over, fi(a)(sw, r(sw·)) E k for every a E Ol with d(a)=h. Therefore, 
,ff(a)(sw, sw·)=O for every a EOl with d(a)<h, while by the remarks a) 
and b) after the definition of {J2, we have fi2(a )(sw, sw·~) = 0 for every 
a E Ol with d(a) = h and for all ~ ED such that ~+~a= 0. 
9.7 Theorem: Let s*O be an element of 8p2. Then sis a pure D-
spinor if and only if i) .YC'(a)(s,s)=O for every aEOl with d(a)<u-1, 
ii) {J2(a)(s, s~) = 0 for every a E Ol with d(a) = u -1 and for all ~ ED such 
that ~+~a= 0. If char (D) * 2 we may drop ii). 
Proof: If sw is a pure D-spinor belonging to a totally singular sub-
space W, of dimension u-1, put W' = W and see the proof of 9.6. 
Conversely, let s* 0 in 8p2 be such that ,ff(a)(s, s) = 0 for every a E Ol 
with d(a)<u-1 and fi2(a)(s, s~)=O for every a cOl with d(a)=u-1 and 
~ E D with ~+~a= 0. We identify 8p2 with 82 and we consider the K-
bilinear mappings fi(a): 8 X 8--+ K, with a Eo+. We have fi(a)(s, s) = 0 for 
every a eO+ with d(a)<u and f)(a)(s, r(s))=O for every a EO+ with 
d(a) < u-1 (see the definition of ,ff(a) and the remarks after the definition 
of j32). By 9.4 B, s is a pure spinor in 8 2 • Let U be the totally singular 
subspace of dimension 2u of V2m(K) corresponding to s. Then the subspace 
T(U) corresponds to r(s). Now W = U n T(U) is invariant under T, 
whence W is aD-space. We have dimD W =u-1, while s, considered as 
an element of 8p2, is a pure D-spinor belonging to W. 
We omit the proof of the last assertion (look at 8.12 and 8.14). 
10. The case of odd dimension. 
Let V = Vm(D) be a right vector space over D, of dimension m = 2u -1 
with u > l. Let L : 'fm(D) --+ D be a quadratic quaternion form of maximal 
index, i.e. of index u- l. Let ll : Vm(D) x Vm(D) --+ D belong to L in the 
usual manner; see§ l. 'l'hen we have V 111(D)=N+P+[xo], where Nand 
P are totally singular and of dimension u-1, and where x0 is in the 
conjugate space of N +P, so il(xo, xo)*O. 
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We may take Kin a special way, namely K =k(L(x0 )). Notice that K 
is independent of the choice of x0 , up to isomorphism. We write D = K EB lK 
and we put L=Q+lR; see§ 1. Then R(xo)=O, so R is of index 2x-1, 
i.e. of maximal index. We take (! E K, such that (! +ea = 1 (e = t if char 
(D)#- 2). Let Le be the normalized quadratic quaternion form, corre-
sponding to L and (!. We now drop the (! and write L for Le. 
"\Ve choose a basis ni, ... , n,._ 1 of N and a basis pi, ... , p,._ 1 of P, such 
that H(ni, pj) = 0 if i #- j, while H(ni, Pi)= l if char (D)#- 2 and H(ni, Pi)= 1 
if char (D)=2, L;;;i, j<,x-1. We put ei=nt+Pi and fi=ni-Pi if char 
(D) #-2 and we put ei=ni+Pi(! and /i=ni+Pi(!a if char (D)= 2, 1 <;i <;x-1. 
Then ei, /I, ... , e,._v /,._ 1 is an orthogonal basis of N + P with respect to l1; 
see § 2. If char (D)#- 2 we have L(et) = l and L(ft) = -l. If char (D)= 2 
we have L(et)=L(ft)=(!. 
Let 0 be the Clifford algebra of R and Ol the Clifford algebra of L; 
see§ 1. In the same way as in§ 2, with m=2(x-1), we define anelement 
2o ECl with 2~=1 if char (D)#-2 and 2~+2o=0 if char (D)=2. We put 
2~=2ou(xo) if char (D)#-2 and 2~=H(xo, xo)2o+u(xo) if char (D)=2. Then 
2~ EZ(Cl), so Z(Cl)= [1, 2~]k. Now 2~2 = -N(L(xo))=L(xo)2 if char (D)#-2 
and 2~2 + H(x0 , x0)2~ + N(L(x0 )) = 0 if char (D)= 2 (see [6], 7.2). As a conse-
quence, Z(Ol) is a field and Z(Cl) = k(2~) "' K. The algebra Cl is simple 
(see [6], 6.2). 
We imbed V in the vector space V = V +[yo] and we extend L to a 
normalized quadratic quaternion form L on V by putting L(x + y0~) = 
=L(x)-~aL(x0)~ for x E V, ~ED. Let H belong to Lin the usual manner. 
Put p,.=xo+yo; then L(p,)=O. We can choose n,. such that L(n,.)=O, 
H(n,., p,) = l and [n,., p,.] = [xo, yo] (see [6], 3.1). Therefore Lis of maximal 
index, i.e. of index u. Putting N = N + [n,.] and P = P + [p,.] we get 
V =N +P, where N and P are totally singular and dim N =dim P=x. 
Let L = Q + lR, let C be the Clifford algebra of R and Cl the Clifford 
algebra of L. We define f =~~(PI) ... u(p,) in Cl. Let Spi be the space of 
spinors of the first kind of Cl. We have c8f= ((!I(c) ·8)/ for c E Ol and 
8 E Spi. We may consider Spi as a vector space over Z(Cl), by setting 
(~+172~)8=~8t-'I](!I(2~)·8 for ~' 17 E k and 8 EBPI· Because (!I(2c)=2(!I(c) if 
2 E Z(Cl) and i5 E Ol, the restriction of (!I to Cl can be considered as a 
Z(Ol))-representation ofCl (notice that Cl C Cl). Then (!I(Cl) C EndzrGil(Spi). 
We know that Z(Cl) "'K (isomorphism: 2~ 1--+ L(x0 )). We will also denote 
Sp1, when considered as a vector space over K, by Sp. The restriction 
of (!1 to Cl, when considered as a K-representation of Cl on Spi, will also 
be denoted by(!. We have dimkSp1=2m, as dim V=m+1=2x; see§ 2. 
Hence, dimK Sp = 2m-1 and dimK EndK (Sp) =22m-2. On the other hand, 
dimk Cl = 22m-1 and dimK Cl =22m-2. So, as e1 is a faithful representation, 
e(Cl) = EndK (Sp). This implies: 
10.1 Theorem: Cl ~ M(2m-1, K). 
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10.2 Definition: The representation e: Ol-+ EndK (Sp) is called 
K -spin representation or spin representation of Cl and Sp is called space 
of K-spinors or space of spinors of L. 
We remark that k(u(yo)) "'K (as u(yo)2 = -N(L(yo)) if char (D)#2 and 
u(yo)2 +H(yo, yo)u(yo)+N(L(yo))=O if char (D)=2, while L(yo)= -L(xo)) 
and that u(yo)c = cu(yo)) for c E Cl. From L(xo) = - L(yo) and H (xo, yo)= 0 
it follows that u(yo)u(p,.) = u(yo)u(xo +yo)= u(xo)u(xo +yo)= u(xo)u(p,.) if 
char (D)#2 and u(yo)u(p,.)=(u(xo)+H(xo, xo))u(p,.) if char (D)=2 (use 
the properties of [6], 5). This implies that (!1(u(yo))=e1(z~) if char (D)#2 
and (!1(u(yo))=e1(z~-!-H(xo, xo)) if char (D)=2, if we restrict (!1 to Cl. 
Suppose that the isomorphism k(u(yo)) ,...._, K is induced by u(yo) 1-+ -
-L(xot. Consider Sp1 as a vector space over K, by setting (~+nu(yo))s= 
=~s+'l1(!1(u(yo))·s, for~. 17 E k and s ESp1. Then we obtain a vector space 
which is identical with Sp. 
Let Z be a totally singular subspace of dimension "- 1 of V and let 
Z be a totally singular subspace of dimension " of V, containing Z. 
Let Clif, Spin and cp: Clif-+ OU(m+ 1, D, L) be as in § 5 (see the proof 
of 5.5). It is known that u(yo) E Clif and that 
cp(u(yo)) · X=X +yo(L(yo)a)-1H(yo, x) 
for x E V, whence cp(u(yo))·x=x if and only if x E V (see [6], 4.4). We 
have Z CZ n cp(u(y0))(Z) and dim (Z n cp(u(y0))(Z)) ="-1, whence Z =Z n 
n cp(u(yo))(Z). Let sz in Sp1 be a pure k-spinor belonging to Z; see § 2. 
Then (!1(u(yo))·sz is a pure k-spinor belonging to cp(u(yo))(Z); compare 5.5. 
Therefore, the elements of the form (~+nu(yo))sz of Sp1 are the pure 
k-spinors belonging to the "-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V, 
containing Z; use 7.3. We put Ksz=SPz· Then dimK Spz=l. Remark 
that Stpz is independent of the choice of Z and sz. 
10.3 Definition: Any element s-z E Spz, s-z # 0, is called a pure 
K -spinor or a pure spinor belonging to Z. 
10.4 Theorem: Let Z be a totally singular subspace of V, of dimension 
"-1, and let s-z in Sp be a pure K-spinor belonging to Z. Then Z is the set 
of elements x E V, such that e(u(x))·s-z=O. 
Proof: We know that Z=Z n cp(u(y0))(Z) if Z is a totally singular 
subspace of dimension " of V, containing Z. Let sz in Sp1 be a pure k-
spinor belonging to Z. Then Z is the set of elements x E V, such that 
(!1(u(x))·sz=0 and cp(u(yo))(Z) is the set of elements xEV, such that 
et(u(x))·et(u(yo))·sz=O; see 5.5 and 5.6. This implies that 
Z =Z n cp(u(yo))(Z) 
is the set of elements x E V, such that et(u(x)) · (~ + nu(yo))sz = 0 for ~. 17 E k 
which proves the theorem. 
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10.5 Theorem: Let Z and Z' be two distinct totally singular sub-
spaces of V, both of dimension u-1, and let s:z and s:z, in Sp be pure K-
spinors belonging to Z and Z'. 
If dim (Z n Z') = u- 2, then the points of a certain projective k-line, con-
tained in the projective K-line through s:z and s:z, are pure K -spinors be-
longing to (u- 1 )-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V, containing 
ZnZ'. 
If dim (Z n Z') < u- 2, then the points of the K-line through s:z and s:z, 
which are different from s:z and s2, are not pure spinors. 
Proof: First, let dim (Z n Z')=u-2. Then we may restrict ourselves 
to the case where Z = [p1, ... , p"_ 1 ], Z' = [p1, ... , p"_ 2 , n"_ 1 ] and we may 
suppose that s2 =1, s:z,=u(n,_ 1 ); compare 7.3 and 7.4. The elements of 
the form 1 + ~u(n,_ 1 ), with ~ E k, are pure k-spinors belonging to the 
u-dimensional, totally singular subspaces [p1, ... , p,_ 2 , p,_ 1 -~n,._ 1 , p,] of 
V; see 7.3. The first part of the theorem follows by taking the intersection 
with V. 
The second part of the theorem can be proved by similar arguments 
as that of 7.3. 
Let iX : Sp1 --+ Sp1 be as in § 8. Let fh : Sp1 x Sp1 --+ k be as in § 8. Let 
{J: Sp x Sp--+ k be the k-bilinear mapping induced by {31. 
10.6 Remark: We recall that k(u(y0 )) ~ K; in the remaining part 
of the paper we will only use this isomorphism. We have u(yo)+~X(u(yo))= 
=L(yo)+L(yo)" (see [6], 7.2). Therefore, it makes sense to put iX(u(yo))= 
= u(yo)". 
10.7 For s and t in Sp, ~ E K, we have {J(~s, t) = {J(s, ;''t). 
Proof: This follows from 8.3 and 10.6. 
Let {J1(a): Sp1 x Sp1 --+ k, for a E Cl, be as in § 8. Let (J(a) : Sp x Sp--+ k 
be the k-bilinear mapping induced by {J1(a). 
10.8 For sand tin Sp, ~ E Kanda E Cl, we have {J(a)(~s, t) = {J(a)(s, ~at). 
Proof: 'l'his follows from 10.7 and from the fact that u(y0 )a = au(y0 ). 
10.9 For s and t in Sp, ~ E K and a E Cl of the form a=au(x, y0) with 
a E Cl, x E V, we have f3(a)(~s, t) = f3(a)(s, ~t). 
Proof: This follows from 10.7 and from the fact that u(y0 )u(x, yo)= 
=u(x, Yo)iX(u(yo)) (compare [6], 5.3). 
Next we define a mapping :Yfl: Sp x Sp --+ K by means of the relation 
{J(s, ~t) = Tr(~:Yfl(s, t)) for s, t E Sp and for all ~ E K. 
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10.10 For s and t in Sp and 'fJ E K, we have £(s, nt)=n£'(s, t). 
Proof: We know that {J(s, ~nt) =Tr(~£(s, nt)). On the other hand, 
{J(s, ~nt) =Tr(~n£(s, t)). 
For a E Ol we define the mapping £(a): Sp xSp--+ K by putting 
{J(a)(s, ~t) =Tr(~£(a)(s, t)). 
10.11 For s and t in Sp and 'fJ E K, we have £(a)(s, nt) =n£'(a)(s, t). 
Proof: See the proof of 10.10. 
10.12 Remark: From 10.8 and 10.11 it follows that £(a): Spx 
x Sp --+ K, for a E Ol is sesquilinear. From 10.9 and 10.11 it follows that 
£(au(x, Yo)) : Sp X Sp --+ K, for a E Ol, X E v is bilinear. 
We denote OZ:[/ = Olif (') Ol. 
10.13 Let a E Ol, c E Clif, s and t in Sp and let A.: Olif--+ N(D*) be the 
norm homomorphism. Then 
{J(a)(e(c)·s, e(c)·t)=A.(c){J(cac-l)(s, t) and 
£(a)(e(c)·s, e(c)·t)=A.(c)£(cac-l)(s, t). 
Proof : This follows from 8. 6. 
10.14 Theorem: Let Z and Z' be two totally singular subspaces of V, 
both of dimension x and let dim Z (') Z' =h. Let sz and sz, in Sp be pure 
K-spinors belonging to Z and Z'. 
Then £(a)(sz, sz,) = 0 for a E Ol with d(a) < h and £(au(x, yo))(sz, sz,) = 0 
for a E0l, X E f, with d(au(x, yo))<h. Moreover {J(a)(sz, ~Sz,)=O if d(a)=h 
and {J(a~t(x, yo))(sz, ~sz,) = 0 if d(au(x, Yo)) =h, for a suitable choice of~ E K. 
Proof: We may suppose that sz= 1 and s.z,=u(nh+l) ... u(n,._1); com-
pare 9.1, 9.5, 9.6. Now consider sz and s-z, as elements of Sp1 and let Z 
a.nd Z' be the x-dimensional totally singular subspaces of V belonging 
to them. Then dim (Z (') Z') = h + 1 and 
dim (Z (') 97(u(y0))(Z')) =dim (9'(u(yo))(Z) (') Z') =h, 
whence, by 9.1, we have {J(a)(sz, sz,) =0 if d(a) .;;;.h and 
{J(a)(sz, {!l(u(yo))·sz,}=O 
if d(a)<h. This proves the theorem. 
10.15 Theorem: Let s#O be an element of Sp. Then s is a pure 
K-spinor, if and only if i) £(a)(s, s)=O for a EOl with d(a)<x-1 and 
ff(au(x, yo))(s, s) = 0 for a E Ol, X E v with d(au(x, yo))< X -1, 
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ii) {J(a)(8, 8) = 0 if d(a) =" -1 and {J(au(x, yo)(8, 8) = 0 if d(au(x, yo))= 
= x-l. If char (D) i= 2 we may drop ii). 
Proof: If 8.z is representative for the x-1 dimensional subspace Z 
of V, put Z' =Z and apply 10.14. 
Conversely, let 8i=O in Sp be such that i) and ii) are satisfied. Consider 
8 as an element of Sp1. Then it follows from i) and ii) that {31(a)(8, 8) = 0 
for aEOlwith d(a)<x and that f3I(a)(8,el(u(yo))·8)=0 for aEOl with 
d(a) <x-1 (use e.g. [6], 5.12). Therefore, by 9.3, 8 is a pure spinor be-
longing to a x-dimensional subspace Z of V. Moreover, el(u(yo)) ·8 is a 
pure spinor belonging to !f1(u(yo))(Z). Finally, dimZ fl !f1(u(yo))(Z)=x-l. 
Hence 8 is a pure K -spinor. 
We omit the proof of the last assertion (look at 8.8). 
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